- REGULATION COMICRON 2022 1-ORGANIZERS AND PROMOTERS
COMICRON 7TH EDITION (International Festival of Comic Short Footage) is organized by Pro Loco di Pontelandolfo (Municipal
authority for territorial promotion) under the patronage of Centro Studi "Ugo Gregoretti" and the Municipal Council of Pontelandolfo. The
founder and creator of the Festival was Ugo Gregoretti, drama and film director, one of the 20 th century finest intellectuals in the Italian
scene. Artistic director of the event is Ignazio Senatore, journalist, writer and cinematographic reviewer.
2-HISTORY
In the past, the following Italian artists were awarded prizes: Carolina Crescentini, Federico Salvatore, Sydney Sibilia, Valerio Vestoso,
Pietro De Silva, Gigio Alberti, Paolo Sassanelli, Stefano Sarcinelli, Anna Ferzetti and Alice Bachi.
Furthermore, the previous editions have had many special guests , such as: Milena Vukotic, Paolo Briguglia, Mariano Rigillo, Nello
Mascia, Rosaria De Cicco, Francesco Paolantoni, Domenico Iannacone, Gianfranco Pannone, Franco Iavarone, Sarah Maestri, Andrea
De Rosa, Max Cavallari, Giorgio Arlorio, Pia Engleberth, Riccardo Zinna and Ernesto Lama.
3-GOALS
Comicron was an idea by Ugo Gregoretti, who wanted to create an unprecedented manifestation utterly dedicated to Comical Short
Footage. The aim was to discover new talent, Italian or Foreign, capable to handle new languages and follow the evolution of the comic
genre, especially focusing on the short footage as expressive form.
The location is, Pontelandolfo (BN), in the hinterland of Campania. It is the clear sign of the will to create alternative paths for cultural
promotion and become a reference point for those who operate in this particular field.
4-PLACE AND DATE
The Festival will be on in Pontelandolfo from 4th to 6th of August 2022 in Piazza Roma, one of the largest and most suggestive
squares in Campania, the core of a medieval borough dominated by a splendid 12 th century tower.
5-COMPETITION AND PRIZES
The competition consists of a single section open to short fiction, documentaries,and animation. The selected shot films will be shown
during the three nights of the event and the winners will be announced at the end of the final night. Each competing film will be given a
participation certificate.
Prizes will be awarded for: best short footage; best actor; best actress. The jury may even decide to award special prizes.
6-JURY
The Short Films will be evaluated by a qualified committee composed by directors, actors and cinema operators. They will choose the
winning shortfilms and their decision will be unquestionable.
7-ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS
For their admission, the shortfilms will have to meet the following requirements:
 Comic shortfilms only;
 National and International;
 They must have been produced after 1st January 2019
 Duration max 15 minutes (credits and end credits excluded)
 The works in foreign languages must have Italian subtitles.
8-SUBSCIPTIONS
Subscription is free of charge. It will be possible to join the festival from 1st April 2022 to 30th June 2022 (except in case of further
extension of the deadline). It will be possible to register the works on the following websites: https://filmfreeway.com e
https://festhome.com.
9-SELECTION
The selected films will be communicated through the social channels of the Festival. Finalists will be contacted by email from the official
email address below.
10-GENERAL RULES
Participation to the competition implies the full acceptance of the regulation. The transmission of the shortfilms also implies nonexclusive authorization to the organizers to broadcast images or either sequences of the works presented.
11-CONTACTS
Email: info@comicronfilmfestival.it.
Website: www.comicronfilmfestival.it.
Facebook: facebook.com/comicronfilmfestival

